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Sensual, romantic and vibrant bossa nova-inflected Rio Havana combines the soulfulness of both

Brazilian and Cuban musical accents. The spell-binding melodies will captivate your heart and mind. A

must-have gem in your collection that is guaranteed to g 11 MP3 Songs LATIN: Brazilian Jazz, JAZZ:

Bossa Nova Details: Top Latin Stars combine forces in a unique project that bears the title of RIO

HAVANA! Sensual, romantic and vibrant bossa nova-inflected album comprises the soulfulness of both

Brazilian and Cuban musical accents. The spellbinding melodies will captivate your heart and mind. A

must-have gem in your collection! Some of the greatest names in contemporary Latin music took part in

the creation of Rio Havana. Among them were Grammy award winner piano virtuoso, the founder of one

of Cubas well-known Latin jazz bands Irakere Chucho Valdes, a world-renowned Brazilian composer and

truly a godfather of the bossa nova school of jazz, Grammy winner Joao Donato. Emilio Santiago who

ranks among the top singers in Brazil, Leny Andrade, a foremost singer of Brazilian jazz and bossa nova

and Wanda Sa with her enchanting velvet voice are both yet another contributors to perform Oleg

Tumanovs music. Be it either Chucho Valdes performing Latin Romance, Wanda Sa with her

soul-soothing Vestido de rei, Emilio Santiago spicing things up in Copacabana and others, every single

one of them adds his/her own zing to the project. Oleg Tumanov is not merely a composer, he is a

remarkable melodist that brings to life romantic essence of Latin music. Rio Havana in its entirety

represents the rebirth of musical traditions of lyricists like Baroso and Jobim. In a way, it symbolizes

musical Renaissance where each affectionate bossa, lyrical samba and miraculous cha cha cha

possesses its own unique character. Rio Havana is the album you will enjoy listening to over and over

again!
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